The Safe Schools Climate Act identifies behaviors that define harassment, intimidation, and bullying.
True
False

The Safe Schools Climate Act addresses harm to one but not to a group of students.
True
False

The Act addresses accusing someone falsely of harassment.
True
False

Harassment, intimidation, and bullying include damage to a student’s property.
True
False

The Act includes harassment in schools, on school premises, on school vehicles, at school bus stops, and at school-sponsored activities and functions in which the school is responsible for a child.
True
False

A victim of bullying does not have the right to seek other compensation for the abuse beyond the extent of this law.
True
False

The Act prohibits reprisals against someone who reports harassment, intimidation, or bullying.
True
False

Colleges of teacher education are required by the SC Department of Education to prepare teacher education candidates in the content of the Safe Schools Climate Act.
True
False